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Education is an important aspect of a person’s life. Everyone makes decisions towards or against furthering his or her education. At an early age, I chose to dedicate my life to my education hoping it would allow success to emerge. As I reflect on my past, I realize my parents silently impelled me to further my education.

Coming from a multicultural home, learning was a daily experience. My mother was born and raised in Texas, emphasizing her southern drawl with every word spoken, and my father was born in Lebanon with Arabic being his main language. My mom enjoyed reading whatever she could get her hands on, and always encouraged me to read along with her. At age eight, she had me in the habit of reading the weekly newspaper. My dad lived by math, explaining fractions as he used measuring cups while he cooked.

By age eight, I took pleasure in every form of learning, from reading a book of adventurous play to mixing vinegar and baking soda for scientific fun. I can still remember writing and learning multiplication tables and probably being the most excited third grader in my class. However, I was still unaware of my parents’ push for education.

Since my father’s family lived across the world, we only spent time with my mother’s family. I was the only child in my family who would come home from a long day at school excited to begin my homework. Procrastination was nowhere in my sight. Many evenings I would hear about my cousins playing in the swimming pool at my grandparent’s house until dark or riding four wheelers all weekend long, basically “livin’ it up.”
When I was ten years old, I asked my parents, “Why can’t I have the freedom to play in the yard until dark every night or go to Pawpaw’s and swim in the pool with everyone else?” My mom simply replied, “You can if that is what you really want.” For days, I pondered if I wanted “freedom” to do as I pleased with my afternoons and weekends. Playing in the yard and having no responsibilities for myself seemed great. However, the instant gratification of seeing my parents proud of my ambition was also satisfying. I was undecided until that weekend when my family had planned to have a cookout at my house.

Saturday morning, my family began to arrive at my house, each with their own ideas of how the day should be spent. My mother was the most responsible of all her siblings, always cooking and cleaning for the weekend cookouts while the others lounged around the house continuously telling their children to go play outside and leave them alone. My cousins were solely worried about when dinner would be ready, and if they were allowed to pester the neighborhood’s animals. Their parents worried too about dinner being served, and how much gossip could be squeezed in before they left. Because of their parents’ absence of motivation towards raising children, my cousins prematurely lacked the support and dedication needed to pursue their education. While many anticipated this day for numerous reasons, I knew and looked forward to Saturday not because I wanted to play outside but for another reason. Saturday meant exciting reading because the local newspaper was due to arrive.

As usual, the mailman passed relatively early in the morning delivering the local newspaper. When I came into the house with the newspaper, I immediately followed my routine and sat on the couch and began to read. However, this Saturday was very different because my family was there. As soon as my cousins found out I was reading the “forbidden paper,” they began to taunt me.
“Look how stupid she looks!” my older cousin said as all the others stood around and giggled.

“Leave me alone, y’all,” I replied.

“Ha Ha Ha. She’s a nerd, y’all,” he snorted.

“Reading’s for losers like you, Amira!” came out from the group.

“Y’all…are just jealous…that y’all can’t even…READ!” I squeaked as I hid the tears I needed so badly to release.

I did not understand what I had done wrong or even what the reasons were to belittle me for reading the newspaper. Silenced about the disturbance, I went on about my day and spent most of my time conversing with the adults.

Later that night after everyone had left, I told my parents the situation with my cousins. At that moment, my dad gently touched my hand and said, “Sweetie, I think you have found the answer you were looking for.” Puzzled by what he had said, I stumbled off to my room. I sat on my bed for about an hour wondering what my dad had meant about finding the answer.

“What answer is he talking about? I didn’t want them to pick on me for reading or anything I do. Is dad saying I wanted them to pick on me?” I asked myself as I sat on my bed. Then, it hit me! I was different than the others in my family; not only by my eager personality, but also by the choices I had made towards my education.

Still today, I have proven my dedication to having a better life and being an educated person. I know my parents’ involvement contributed to my education. According to the United States Education departmental federal report, “Three factors over which parents exercise authority – student absenteeism, variety of reading materials in the home, and excessive television watching – explain nearly 90% of the difference in eighth grade mathematics test
scores across 37 states” (5). My mother’s habit of reading the newspaper allowed me to become comfortable with reading and comprehending information, while my dad encouraged me to challenge my mathematical skills. Overall, my parents would unintentionally raise my standardized tests scores.

Charles Clark the author of “Parents and School,” a report concerning parental involvement, states, “Unprecedented efforts are being made across the country to boost the role of parents in schools as the key to raising student achievement” (56). My parents silently pushed me to want an education, but as a child I felt I had the control to decide what my future education would be. When my parents replied to my concerns of playing like the rest of my cousins, “You can, if that is what you really want, Amira,” they made me feel that I was making my own decision towards my education. Their involvement in my education reflects the decisions I made.

Like my mother’s siblings, many parents are not interested in their children’s education, or as Clark has pointed out they feel they have “nothing to contribute” (58). According to Clark, the National Parent Teacher Association concluded the biggest barrier to parental involvement is “a lack of time” (63), which is felt by many in my family.

Today, I am writing for my English 102 class while my cousin, who taunted me ten years ago, sits in prison. Many of my cousins’ educations did not exceed junior high. Because of their lack of education, they are faced with taking minimum wage jobs and lack the discipline needed to maintain a job.

Brian Hansen clearly states in his article “Kids in Prison” that there was a spike in violent juveniles between the years 1992 and 1999 (347); these are the years in which I succumbed to taunts by my cousins. Their behaviors have caused them to have major setbacks including spending their adolescent years in juvenile detentions. Prisons have been evaluating the impact
education has on juveniles after their release. Education helps to redirect kids in prison, and according to Hansen, “Kansas has mandatory educational services in juvenile detention facilities (363). Had my cousins developed fundamental skills of education like self responsibility, then they may have avoided delinquent behaviors.

When I graduated from high school, I was not only accomplishing my own goals but also setting a standard for my younger cousins. I was the first person to graduate with honors in my mother’s family and the first female to graduate from high school. I only hope that the work I have put into my education will always reflect my ambition and also lead my family towards a better future. Each time I open my books to read or take out a pen to write, I congratulate myself for prevailing and making positive choices towards my education.
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Ms. O’Connell’s Comments: In this essay, Amira Makke reminds us that education can be liberating. Her description of her family life makes her essay both interesting and her argument valuable.